**Humanities and Social Sciences Disciplines**

- [American Anthropological Association Careers in Anthropology](#)
- [American Philosophical Association, A Non-Academic Career? Information, Resources, and Background on Options for Philosophers](#)
- [American Political Science Association, Career Resources: Job Sector Information and Online Job Boards](#)
- [Beyond Academe](#): A resource to help history PhDs consider careers outside of academe
- [Career Alternatives for Art Historians](#): Hosted by the University of Notre Dame
- [Life After the PhD: Career Advice and Hope for Graduate Students](#)
- [The Linguist List](#): Academic and non-academic jobs for linguists
- [Modern Language Association, Developing a Nonacademic Career](#)
- [National Communication Association Profiles of Practice](#): Personal narratives to describe several wide-ranging career possibilities for people with PhDs in communication
- [Non-Academic Career Options for PhDs in the Humanities and Social Sciences](#): An introduction to career fields commonly pursued by PhDs leaving academia (hosted by Columbia University Center for Career Education)
- [Non-Academic Careers for Scientific Psychologists](#)
- [Sellout](#): A resource for PhDs considering careers beyond the university. Created by an English PhD who went on to work in the software industry
- [Sell Out Your Soul: A Career Guide for Lost Humanities Majors](#): A blog about the process of finding a job after grad school in the humanities. In addition to the free content, you can also purchase the e-book *How to Find a Career with your Humanities Degree in 126 Days*
- [Versatile PhD](#): an online community and resources for exploring and applying to non-academic jobs. Northwestern students have access to premium content through a school subscription. XX section includes real samples of successful non-academic job applications

**Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math Disciplines**

- [American Chemical Society](#): Career exploration and job search resources for chemists
- [American Institute of Physics](#): Job and postdoc listings for physicists
- [American Mathematical Society](#): Employment services for PhD Mathematicians
- [American Statistical Association](#): Community of statisticians
- [BioSpace](#): Life sciences news and jobs
- [Career Exploration for PhDs in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math Disciplines](#): Hosted by Columbia University Center for Career Education
- [How to Leave Physics](#): Blog by a physics PhD about careers outside academia
- [my Individual Development Plan (myI DP)](#): An interactive self-assessment and career planning tool for PhDs and postdocs in the sciences

**All Disciplines:**

- [BookJobs](#): Database of positions throughout the publishing industry
- The Chronicle of Philanthropy: Jobs, news, and ideas from the nonprofit world
- The Chronicle of Higher Education: Articles, advice, and job listings for higher education careers.
- HigherEdJobs: Faculty and administrative positions at colleges and universities
- Higher Education Recruitment Consortium (HERC): Regional, web-based search engines that include job openings for both faculty and staff in higher education. Supports dual career searches
- NIRA’s World Directory of Think Tanks: Directory of around 500 research institutes
- PolicyJobs: Specializes in public policy jobs in fields including foreign policy, economics, social policy, family policy, legal affairs, and fiscal policy
- “So What Are You Going to Do with That?: Finding Careers Outside Academia,” Susan Basalla and Maggie Debelius
- USAjobs: The U.S. Government’s official system for federal jobs and employment information
- Using your Last Two Years Wisely: How to Build your Non-Academic Profile While You’re Working on Finishing your Ph.D.
- Where to Find Information on Nonacademic Careers: Chronicle of Higher Education article that provides a list of web resources